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ABSTRACT

Earlier the use of air conditioning for comfort purpose was considered to be expensive, but now-a-day, it has been a necessity for all human beings. Window air conditioners, split air conditioners are used in small buildings, offices etc. But, when the cooling load required is very high such as big buildings, multiplex, multi-story buildings, hospitals etc. centralized unit (central air conditioners) used. The central AC’s systems are installed away from building called central plant where water or air is to be cooled. This cooled air not directly supplied to the building rooms. When the cooled air cannot be supplied directly from the air conditioning equipment to the space to be cooled, then the ducts are provided. The duct systems carry the cooled air from the air conditioning equipment for the proper distribution to rooms and also carry the return air from the room back to the air conditioning equipment for recirculation. When ducts are not properly designed, then it will lead to problem such as frictional loss, higher installation cost, increased noise and power consumption, uneven cooling in the cooling space. For minimizing this problem, a proper design of duct is needed. Equal friction method is used to design the duct, which is simple method as compared with the other design methods. These works give the combination of theoretical and software tool to provide a comparative analysis of the duct size. It also gives the comparison between rectangular duct and circular duct.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In air-water systems both air and water are used for providing required conditions in the conditioned space. The air and water are cooled or heated in a central plant. The air supplied to the conditioned space from the central plant is called as primary air, while the water supplied from the plant is called as secondary water. The complete system consists of a central plant for cooling or heating of water and air, ducting system with fans for conveying air, water pipelines and pumps for conveying water and a room terminal. The room terminal may be in the form of a fan coil unit, an induction unit or a radiation panel. Even though only one conditioned space is shown in the schematic, in actual systems, the air-water systems can simultaneously serve several conditioned spaces.

In case of comfort related to light is easy to maintain compared to others like air and water, by using electricity we can maintain intensity of light in houses and buildings etc. Water needs also maintained by borewells, rivers and oceans for small to large application purposes. But it is some what difficult to maintain air quality and humidity in air even though this problem is solved by invention of refrigeration and air conditioning systems. These systems provide cooling and heating effects according to customers choices.

Different air conditioning (AC) systems are there like split and window AC systems these are generally used for small load applications like offices and small rooms and houses etc. For large scale industries and high load application these systems are not suitable for this purpose heating, ventilation and air conditioning systems are invented (HVAC). Human body comfortable at 22°C-25°C, if temperature in atmosphere is below and above to this temperature human feels uncomfortable, in order to solve this problem HVAC systems are employed.

HVAC system installed to achieves environmental requirements of comforts of occupants present in that place where system is installed, and the main aim of this system is to provide thermal comfort to occupants. This can be done by changing outdoor air conditions to desired air condition of the occupants, depending upon outdoor quality of air indoor air quality is modified or conditioned on basic of choice of occupants in that place where HVAC system is installed to maintain air conditioning process of that area.

In general like in split and window AC systems cooled air is directly distributed to surroundings from air conditioning systems, there is no intermediate equipment or device in order to transfer cooled air from system to surrounding
because capacity of this type of systems is limited to small amount of load only. But in case of large load applications like commercial buildings and institutional buildings etc they need intermediate device to transfer cooled air from air conditioning system to surroundings (different portions of buildings). This device is called duct which is used to supply cold air and extract hot air from surroundings, and it is used to recirculation purpose.

Installation or selectin of HVAC system depends on following parameters or factors like climate conditions, building design, building age, project budget and owner preferences as shown in Fig.1.
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**Fig. 1. System Selection Factors**

In this project for designing and analysing AC setting for two floor shopping complex Autodesk Revit MEP software is used, it is building information modelling software. The main features of this software are accurate design, documentation within a short span of time and one of the best features is that if one part is modified with respect to its other parts also modified it increases productivity of design.

HVAC systems are broadly classified as four categories, they are all air systems, all water system, air-water systems and unitary systems. Unitary systems used where low cost is taken as budget of project, for control of humidity all air systems used, large exposure purpose air-water systems are employed, and all water systems are employed for limited space and existing buildings [1]. Various uncertainties are to be considered in case of methodology of primary HVAC systems these must be optimized in order to get good results [2]. Chiller and heater in HVAC systems (Theatre) are consuming more energy due to this energy scarcity occurs to the system in order to overcome this problem heating devices are replaced with condenser of heat pipe heat exchangers [3].

Subspace identification technique is used to model thermodynamics of each zone independently in order to do thermal predictions [4]. Minimization of energy consumption takes place in HVAC systems by replacing Non-renewable energy sources with renewable energy sources [5].

**II. Methodology**

Methodology for this project involves different stages as shown in Fig.2 like space available for system arrangement and installation, duct design for the shopping complex and cooling and heating load calculations. These are the major stages involved in this project, first of space need to consider like two floor shopping complex floor wise area and number of sections in it. Duct arrangement design on basis of number of workspaces in complex, finally cooling and heating load condition on basis of factors as shown in Fig.3 like occupancy, occupants load, Building thermal load, Light and power supply load and air for ventilation purpose.

In order to calculate cooling and heating loads for any building first occupants load and thermal loads involves inside building is calculated.

**Fig. 2. Stages of HVAC System Design in Complex**

**Fig. 3. Parameters for Load Calculations**

**III. Air-conditioning System Design for Two Floors**

This project involves air conditioning system design and analysis for two floor shopping complexes, for this purpose individually load calculations are to be done for first as well as second floors. In general floor to floor work spaces are different compared to other floors so individual calculations are required.

In order to design duct arrangements for two floors Revit software is used, it gives information and documentation about building in design process, design procedure for two floors as discussed below:

- First draw a rectangle (with building area) and then divide the sections in it these are the room in that floor and create windows. In this step floor layouts are created as shown in Fig.4 and Fig.5.
After layout, ceiling drawings and duct arrangements for rooms depend on their load capacity and are drawn as shown in Fig.6 and Fig.7.

After creation of duct arrangement by using analyse option get the load reports for floors.

Volumes of different workspaces in two floor shopping complexes

Fig.4. First Floor Layout

Fig.5. Second Floor Layout

Fig.6. First Floor Ceiling with Duct Layout

Fig.7. Second Floor Ceiling with Duct Layout

Fig.8. First Floor Spacing and Zoning
IV. Results and Discussion

Cooling and heating loads are calculated on basis of different parameters involved in calculations, for two different floors individually loads are calculated results are listed in Table I. and Table II, building summary mentioned in Table III, these are all generated in Revit software.

These tabulated results are automatically generated by Revit software by entering input values related to building and individual floor number of workspaces and areas, HVAC system setting for two floor shopping complex gives different conclusion in case of loads of two individual floors, cooling and heating air flows as discussed below Peak cooling and heating loads for two floor shopping complexes are different for individual floors, second floor require more load even though it is having less workspaces.

- Cooling air flow requirement for first floor is less compared to second floor because of low peak heating loads of first floor.
- Heating air flow is more in first floor compared to second floor because of peak cooling load is less in first floor.

- Load requirements are not depending on number of workspaces it depends on capacity of workspace and occupancy capacity of it.
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